
First Name
Tina

Last Name
Orfanos

Address
9306 so.wild clover lane

Phone
8018983226

Email
rorfanos64@gmail.com

Website or Facebook Page
http://www.numooncattery.com

Cattery Name
Nu Moon Cattery

Do you show your cats? At what shows (for example, CFA, TICA, FIFe)?
I am a new breeder of the devon rex cats and I have a very small cattery located in Salt Lake City, Utah.

I enjoy showing and breeding my beautiful cats. I am new at breeding Devons so dont produce to many litters,but I do
love the breed and I am learning more each day and also I have great Mentors who help me a lot!!

Please describe your experience with breeding cats.
I have been reading the Devon Rex for about seven years now. I do love the breed and I do show in CFA and Tica.. most
all of my cats and kittens are fixed before going to their new homes and not sold as breeding. I am willing to help with
mentoring people wanting to learn to show their cats.

Breeding cats are screened for the following:
FeLV
FIV

Are test results provided to buyers?
No

What age do you release a kitten to a new owner?
13-14weeks

What is your Spay/neuter policy? Planet Devon recommends desexing before releasing a kitten to its new
owner. Please provide your reasoning if that is not your policy.
Fixed before leaving my home .

mailto:rorfanos64@gmail.com
http://www.numooncattery.com


Microchipping offered?
Yes

Declawing policy (describe)
Absolutely no declawing

What is your immunization schedule for kittens?
8 wks and 12 wks

What is your refund policy?
All is stated in my contract. Usually will refund the first week and there's a health guarantee in there for the first year for
genetic reasons.
Several of my personal cats have been screen for HCM so I know my lines and I am in the process of getting cats screened

Do you offer a contract or health guarantee to a buyer?
Yes, contract and health guarantee

Please describe your shipping policy and practice.
Willing to meet at the airport if you want to fly in and out same day to pick up a kitten. Sometimes possibly could
transport but I do not ship by themselves. We've had several fly in and out to Salt Lake same day from surrounding states
since has lots of lights and save them all no hotel or car rental.

Do you offer assistance with return, rescue or re-homing of your own cats?
Yes

Do you have a written application for a potential buyer?
yes

Please tell us a little more about your cats or your breeding practices. For example, are you interested in
offering breeding/showing mentorship? What colors do you work with? This information will be placed on
your breeder profile page.
I breed and show with CFA and occasionally with TICA
. I do have Devons in most colors. Happy to work with new exhibitors if interested in learning how to show your cat.
I do offer a Health Guarantee in my contract..


